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F

irst of all I must apologise to Dave Blanchard for only including part of his article on the
Dick Little Trial 2011in the last issue. The complete article is included in this News but for
the photographs please see the August-September edition.
The News this time contains a number of articles where members express views regarding
organised events, membership, young family members, club runs and a youngster’s view of
old motorcycling clubs. It is to be hoped that we can react positively and constructively to the
concerns expressed.
Whilst the Sunbeam name is without doubt a hindrance when trying to attract a wider
membership it is not the only factor. Last weekend, whilst admiring a collection of old
motor cycles parked outside Oxford Castle as part of the “Open Doors Weekend”, I fell into
conversation with the owner of a 1930’s Brought Superior and asked the owner if he was a
member of the SMCC expecting him to say that he did not own a Sunbeam. He was aware
that the club catered for all makes but was under the impression that events were only held
in the south-east of England and that the cut off date was 1930. I was able to tell him of our
later cut off date and the fact that we do hold some events outside the south-east such as
Wales, North Yorkshire, Shropshire, Stoke Bruerne, Warwickshire and Beaulieu. I pointed him
in the direction of the club website; let’s hope that he applies to become a member.
With Best Wishes, John

Sunbeam MCC News Editor Update

John Hodson

In the August-September Sunbeam News I made an appeal for a new editor. I am pleased
to say that the situation has been resolved and the News will soon have joint editors. Julie
Diplock has kindly agreed to act as an editor and I will remain as an editor. We will split the
duties between us and exactly how we do this has still to be arranged. It is possible that each
of us will produce three editions of the News over the year. One of the main problems of being
the editor is the need to spend a significant amount of time preparing the News every couple
of months. This requires the editor to be at home for most of the month preceding publication
which prevents taking long holidays or being away from home for long for any other reason.
Hopefully the new arrangements will permit the News to be produced to time and quality
without being too restrictive for the editors. Watch this space!

New Members

Peter Donaldson

The following people have recently joined our Club. Give them a warm Sunbeam welcome.
Peter Logan (Yorkshire)
John Andrews (Oxfordshire)
Jeff Mathews (Kent)
Mike Denman (Kent)
Alan Styles (Kent)
Paul Dyson (Hertfordshire)
Andrew Leslie (Northamptonshire)

Registered in England No. 3011502

Registered Office: ETM Consulting Limited, The Old Stables, Hendal Farm, Groombridge, East Sussex, TN3 9NU
Web: www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk
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Do you have an interesting snippet or amusing photo that you
would like to share with the Club?

Send your comments to :
The Editor

(details inside front cover)

Dear John,
On behalf of the Club, I would like to express our gratitude to Shirley Stiles who together
with Jane and Ian Akers have presented a superb trophy in memory of Chris Stiles, who
started the Constable Run some three years ago but sadly passed away before the event
could reach its potential.
This takes the form of an engraved cup held for one year plus a replica that the winner can
keep.
At the Constable Run this year the trophy was won by Andy Crafter riding an American,
1912 Excelsior, and was presented to the winner by Shirley Stiles.
Ian McGill
Hon: Secretary
Re: Letter to Chris Mawer regarding the Greybeards Trial
Hi Chris,
We are sorry that we will not be attending the Greybeards this year as it is too far to come
from Yorkshire for one day’s multi lap trial. We will miss the ride round the country lanes of
West Sussex as this made the Greybeards such a good trial we realize that you have to move
with the times.
We would like to thank Sunbeam MCC for all the years of the Greybeards and wish them
good luck in the future.
Yours in trials,
Rod Drake / John Chamberlin / Tim Marrison
Hello Boys,
Many thanks for all your years of support. I shall pass on to the Committee your note of
thanks. Just briefly to explain why we had to change - we were at Stedham all those years ago
because Ralph Venables lived nearby and with Mick Noyce and Bob Gollner he knew all the
landowners. Years pass and none of us live in the area and the landowners have passed on.
Trials on the road have gone here in the South and an entry of 44 last year to Bluebeards 120
meant the writing was on the wall. Bognor have aggressively taken over but all their members
are very local, and being AMCA, their charges are less than ACU. So there we have it but
thanks for the memories!
Chris Mawer
Trials Secretary.
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It has been suggested (by others I hasten to add - I cannot claim the idea to be mine) that
family members should be allowed on our runs and events irrespective of what machine they
ride. I think this is a great idea and, in my view, should not have age limits on either the rider
or their machine. In order to keep this short and to the point, a few bullet points:
• It is very unlikely that we shall ever see 'young' members with club eligible machines - they
cannot afford to buy them and if they could, they would have trouble insuring them

Re: Trophy in Memory of Chris Styles
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Re: Family Members
Hi John,

Sunbeam Club News

• Ownership of a 'club eligible' machine should not be a pre-requisite for club membership
anyway - an interest in them should be enough
• Any youngster with such an interest should be encouraged - disparaging comments about
the machine they do ride will turn them away quicker than anything. Once gone, they are
unlikely to come back
• We would not be outnumbered by 'the wrong machines' - young family members are a
minority anyway and if they did happen to own a brand new Yamasuakia race rocket they
would be the first to admit that it wasn't suited to our routes anyway!
• Chances are, youngsters who are family members will eventually inherit a 'club eligible'
machine - if they have been encouraged and welcomed up to that time they are very likely to
become a 'proper' member
This idea of allowing family members to come on the runs and take part in events on
whatever machine they own may not go down well with some of the 'die hards' in the club. In
response, I would point out that this idea is not new - we already have quite a few other family
members taking part in our events who follow the routes in cars...
Best regards,
Steve Marks

Trials Secretary

Baz Staple

Chris Mawer has decided to stand down from this position. He has recently taken on
increased responsibilities within the ACU and is now Vice Chairman of the South Midland
Centre ACU and Chairman of the Trials Committee, South Midland Centre ACU, and we
accept that he needs to concentrate his efforts and talents in this direction. Fortunately the
trials side of the club has now, thanks in part to Chris's contacts sufficient Clerks of Course
and Secretaries of Meetings to enable future events to proceed without any hiatus. We are
pleased that Chris will continue with the mantle of Secretary of Meeting for the prestigious
Southern Experts to which he has brought to bear his knowledge and application. One area
where the trials side of the club needs urgent help is in the form of observers and I would
make a special plea to the veteran and vintage side to help. Please next year offer your
assistance to the relevant Secretary of Meeting - two events are now in Kent so they are close
to a large number of members.
We are sad to see Chris leave this position but we know we have an ally in high places. We
thank him for the considerable time and effort he has put into the job and his lucid information
at committee and AGM's.

October - November 2011
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Evening Runs

Dave Masters

and still mount major events like the Pioneer Run, sponsors are finding it harder to commit
money or even pay money which has been promised and new sponsors are becoming scarce.

At the recent SMCC Committee Meeting on 13th August the evening ride situation was
clarified.

I look forward to seeing you on future club runs out with riding friends willing to show good
faith by paying and signing.

I think, like many riders it looked as though evening rides as a group for club riders might
disappear into a shambles of disinterest, especially as far as Chiddingly based rides were
concerned. The task of leading carries some responsibility, plus the need to collect £1 ACU
insurance fee and the signatures of those who pay. I recently rode to the Seaford fish
and chip evening which was advertised as a club event but it didn't feel like a motor cycle
club event. Members simply arrived from their various homes using various transports to a
crowded restaurant.
The SMCC recognises there will be at least two evening rides out from Chiddingly during
the summer months in future, probably June and July. A volunteer leader will choose a route
and collect signatures from the riders, together with £1 fee on the spot before leaving. The fee
gives ACU insurance cover to all the riders from front door to front door of their homes. Our
club is protected from claims against it by riders or others and most importantly the volunteer
leader is also protected. The ACU insurance covers you on any road legal motor cycle, year or
make, and by participating in this simple and reasonable task you as a rider ensure we enjoy
rides out together for the future.
Other motor cycle clubs may do this differently, but the SMCC chooses to do it this way. I
think some good points have been made by both sides of the discussion, especially the cost,
but while we remain a small club, and I do mean small, money will be an issue. The SMCC
is a club of varied interests under the motor cycling banner and individuals may always feel
some are getting more for their money than others - its life. The topic has lead to a more open
ended look at various fundings and some other financial modifications have been made to try
and even things out. It can never be totally fair as far as I see it, the important thing for me as
a rider is that if members can now accept the situation I can continue to ride out with a group
of friends united by a common interest.
Please consider the situation carefully for yourself, your fellow members and all the future
members, while we remain a club of low numbers. There is no knowing how few might turn up
for a run, the club could be sponsoring loss-making activities which will be difficult to sustain.
There is an argument, and I have quoted it myself, in the past, that if you are road legal you
can follow a club run without paying or signing. This is true, but now the point has been made
by members and the club has come to what I think is a reasonable conclusion under the
circumstances. Riders not willing to sign or pay should consider whether they are still making
a point or perhaps just being mean. In times of high litigation I am not sure I would want to
lead a group without personal cover, I know most of my friends would not sue if I directed them
down a pot hole, but any new comer could feel his multi thousand pound vintage motor cycle
was ruined on the first ride out on a club run with careless route planning. Or a local farmer
might sue because a group of noisy old motor cycles stampeded his cattle into the road.

The Club Stand at Brands Hatch

John Buckingham

The Sunbeam Club was
invited to put on a display
of bikes at the British
Motorcycle Racing Club
Championship at Brands
Hatch, 30/31st July. The
other clubs invited where:
Velocette Owners Club,
Triumph Owners Club,
Rudge Owners Club,
Vintage Jap, Norton
Club Stand at Brands Hatch Register,
Brooklands
Museum and also the
Kent Fire Brigade with their fire bike. The meeting on Saturday opened with Freshdrop 250MZ
race, Power bike and Stock 1000cc, the Thunder Bike UK and Pro Thunder Bikes, Rookie
600cc and 1000cc, Super Sports 600, British Historic GP’s and MRO Super Teams.
The Sunbeam Club members attending over the weekend where Tom Burtonshaw-Cotton,
Brian Hugh-1923 Raleigh 350cc, John Hodson-1935 Calthorpe Ivory 500cc, Geoff MorrisNorton, Richard Mummery-Douglas and BSA round tank, John Marchant-250cc Matchless,
Tony Lloyd-veteran 1914 Calthorpe, Rob Smith-Dayton.

The Club Stand at Aylesford Priory

John Hodson

The Club Stand was present at
the VMCC West Kent Section’s
International Event at The Friars,
Aylesford Priory on the 9th August.

I know this will bring up other questions in the minds of many, but having listened to
members and the club board I feel this is the best situation for the present time. We have a
good club magazine, I suggest any further questions can be made through its pages. For me,
club membership numbers and income are big issues as I fear the club's possible demise, not
next year or the near future, but I don’t see how we can sustain with a membership below 500

I have always considered the
West Kent Section’s International
show at The Friars to be the best
event in the VMCC’s programme
and I was not disappointed by the
2011 show. Many members of the
SMCC are also members of the
VMCC and it was good to see Prize Winners at Aylesford Priory
many VMCC friends visiting our
stand. Once again our Club put on a good display of motorcycles and club literature and again
much interest was generated. Motorcycles on display at The Friars included: 1937 AJS Arter
Special (brought by Richard Mummery and was ridden into 1st place by Murray Walker at
Brands Hatch when it was a grass track), 1935 Calthorpe Ivory, 1915 v-twin Ivy, 1913 Veloce,
1923 Velocette G3, and 1939 Velocette GTP. The SMCC was awarded the prize for the best
club stand; we are glad that we were able to contribute to the success of this event.
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It is only £1, but the cost of an ACU permit with insurance is more than a pound, your pound
gives you the right to sign the entrance form and gain cover for yourself and the club. It is not
OK to say 'I will pay later, I have no change'.
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Club Nights at Chiddingly
These are held on the 1st Thursday of each month at the Six Bells public house, Chiddingly,
Sussex, BN8 6HE, Tel: 01825 872227, OS grid ref. TQ 543142

Future Dates
6th October

Mick Robinson is coming to tell us about his successes
and experiences in the Isle of Man Manx Grand Prix.
Until recently Mick held the record for over 30 Manx replicas.

3rd November

Geoff Morris will present a talk and
show on dating veterans for the Pioneer Register.

1st December

Film Night

5th January

The usual post Christmas and New Year natter

Club Night Report
August Club Night
Baz Staple
Fish & chips at Trawlers in Seaford – what could be better. After a wet dismal day, come the
evening clear skies and dry roads. The journey to Seaford provides remarkable views and
quiet roads over the South Downs and that scenic descent into Seaford is very special. The
reward – meeting up with the others and the best fish & chips restaurant in the South – Harry
Ramsden might not agree. Thanks to Bill Pile for the arrangements.
September Club Night
Baz Staple
Designated a Natter Night, the opportunity was taken to pose some questions to the 30 strong
gathering.
Firstly views were invited re our published organised events as to what entrants would like
to see.
Answers
• Change of route desirable on a regular basis.
• Distances worth coming out for.
• Selection of less bumpy routes (quite a few riders are refusing to enter certain events where
there are unnecessarily uncomfortable rides). It has to be said the downside of selecting
quieter roads is that these maybe less well maintained. No names of events to report here,
but the appropriate organisers will be advised of these feelings. However, the new route for
the Graham Walker Run was highly praised, particularly the waterfront section and that the
route now went through less congested areas.
• Need to make events attractive and “sell them” to prospective riders via the Club News and
the media, particularly as there is today such a wide choice of alternative events.
• In general open country views are preferred to narrow enclosed lanes
The next discussion point was how to get the message across that we are a Club for All
makes –
• More advertising in the VMCC magazine and the monthlies.
• Articles in the monthlies about the club’s activities and age specification.
• More emphasis on SMCC rather than full club name
October - November 2011
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The next question was how to encourage more people to join the club –
• The Pioneer was cited as a huge entry, only half of which are declared Sunbeam members.
The suggestion that we should make the event open only to club members was under further
discussion thought to be self defeating, however, by raising the cost differential between
members and non members to say, half the annual membership subscriptions, could
encourage entrants to see the advantage of becoming a member.
• More advertising of club activities and interests via the available media
• Question if membership is static or falling was answered as static, and the response
therefore was, we must be successful in new memberships to balance the loss at the top age
bracket.
• As to the quest for younger members, it was clear that all clubs, even outside motorcycling
had the same problem and unfortunately old bikes are not of sufficient interest to the younger
modern motorcyclist.
• The high cost of old machines and insurance premiums is also detrimental to the enrolment
of younger members.
The final point raised to the assembly, did they now tend to gradually prefer to ride younger
post war machines, and the answer was a resounding preference for pre war machinery,
particularly veteran and vintage, which was a very encouraging response, although please be
assured that management does not contemplate making any changes which would be quite
counterproductive.
It was extremely gratifying to have such a depth of keen and knowledgeable responses
from a loyal membership, presented with their customary club night banter, friendly knocking
and humour.

Warwickshire Weekend 2012

Jenny Staple

This ever popular event will take place with accommodation at the Kings Court Hotel, Kings
Coughton, nr Alcester, Warwickshire. Participants may arrive any time after lunch for dinner
on 11th May and depart after breakfast on the 15th May, riding days 12th, 13th and 14th and
is for motorcycles and three wheelers made before 31st December 1939.
The routes will be similar to those used in 2010 giving three whole days’ riding around
motorcycle friendly roads in scenic countryside in both Warwickshire and Worcestershire with
coffee, lunch and tea stops.
Hotel accommodation prices are similar to 2010 –
• Two people sharing a double room, breakfasts and evening meals inclusive four nights
£376.00. Single room, breakfasts and evening meals inclusive four nights £208.00.
Regulations and entry forms will be sent to all past entrants and new entrants are naturally
welcome. A dining room is set aside for us for evening meals which provides a good
opportunity to wind down after a day’s ride.
It’s an ideal event for riders, passengers or non riding partners to enjoy. Details from Jenny
Staple, 01892 535671 or jennybaz.staple@gmail.com

A Youngster’s View on Old Motorcycle Clubs

Andy Marks

Let me start by saying I am 21 years old, interested in old bikes and a member of both the
Sunbeam club and the VMCC. It has become apparent from reading the SMCC magazine and
speaking to other members that a major issue at the moment is the small number of members
joining the club and participating in events. So I thought I would write in and give an overview
on how I got involved in the older bikes to give you all another perspective on the issue.
I originally got interested in motorcycles through my dad who has been riding old bikes
for as long as I can remember. So on my 17th birthday I had my first lesson and a couple of
months later I passed my test. It was now time to go looking for a bike and I had a choice to
make, an old bike that I could use on runs with my dad on the weekends, or a modern bike
that I could use for college and work every day. Practicality had to take priority so, with some
financial help from my parents, I got my first ‘big’ bike, a Suzuki GS500.
The bike was not eligible for VMCC or Sunbeam club events so dad attempted to get me
added to his insurance as a named rider so that I could use one of his bikes. This turned out
not to be possible due to my age. I had no alternative but to carry on riding the Suzuki. I was
made very welcome by the VMCC members at their regular meetings and events. I went to
a couple of the SMCC club nights and the fish and chip ‘run’. But driving directly to a fish
and chip shop and sitting around once there doesn’t particularly appeal to me, and as for
sitting in the back room of a pub listening to someone talking about people and events that
happened long before I was even born... well, let’s say I wasn’t exactly captivated by most of
the speakers. So there ended my active involvement in the Sunbeam club.
As time went by I became more and more interested in the older machines. After a couple
of years using the Suzuki on runs I decided it was time to start looking for an older bike to
use. Insurance costs were still an issue. To get around this, I needed to find a relatively low
value bike. After a while looking, and some more financial help from my parents (I’m only a
poor student after all!!!), I got a 1951 Royal Enfield Model G.
By now I was going on most of the VMCC runs but still hadn’t become a member of the
Sunbeam club. However my dad had got his 1920 machine on the road so started getting
more involved with the Sunbeam club. Unfortunately I found that my Royal Enfield was not
old enough and newer bikes did not appear to be welcome. So, what do I do now? Look into
an even older machine, or stick with what I’ve got? I felt that the Sunbeam club did not offer
enough riding activities in my area to justify yet more expense, so the Royal Enfield stayed.
The Sunbeam Club had all but lost me as a member, until earlier this year, my granddad
asked me if I would like to go on the Welsh Week with him. It didn’t matter that my bike
wasn’t eligible as they wanted a back marker and I didn’t need to be on an eligible bike for
this job. I said yes so he contacted the organiser, Colin Bentham, and I was in. We arrived
in Aberystwyth on the Sunday, unfortunately we were a day late as I had been to a Bon Jovi
concert in London on the Saturday night (yes, I may be into the old bikes, but I’m still a young
lad.) I was made welcome but I did feel that the bike I was riding was ‘frowned upon’ by some
of the other participants and although I was happy to see my picture on the front cover of the
magazine, I was a little disappointed. Am I being cynical or was the picture cropped to cut out
the tele forks on my pride and joy Royal Enfield?
However, on the whole, it was a very good week; I thoroughly enjoyed the riding, and
thought the bikes there where fantastic. I’m hoping to have saved enough money to buy
another old bike by the start of the next riding season. So, do I buy another 50’s bike with
good lights, tele forks, rear suspension, better brakes and a higher top speed? Or do I buy
a Sunbeam club eligible bike so I can get in an extra one or two rides per year?
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I honestly haven’t decided yet, but my decision would be a lot easier if I felt I would get a lot
of use out of it.

Garden of England Run 17th July 2011

I, like younger people, want a bike because I enjoy riding. More evening and weekend
runs are needed. ‘Make your own way’ events don’t appeal to me. I can’t help feeling that
encouraging people of any age to join a motorcycle club will only succeed if they are given
the opportunity to ride. It is after all, a motorcycle club!!!

This was the 25th running of this event. Unfortunately we didn’t have our standard good
weather. Luckily the run itself was held in reasonable weather but by the time we’d all got
back for our usual “après rallie” festivities the rain closed in and severely curtailed activities.

The Footman James Classic Motorbike Show

Julie Diplock

The Footman James Classic Motorbike Show takes place at The NEC, Birmingham, over
November 11th – 13th 2011. This is now the third year of this independent classic motorcycle
show which runs alongside the very successful Classic Motor Show at the NEC, which has
been running for 26 years. For those of us not interested in four-wheels it’s possible to buy
tickets just for the Classic Motorbike Show.
For the first time the Sunbeam Club will be exhibiting at the NEC show so we can meet up
with existing members and introduce ourselves to potential new members.
Discounted tickets are available for Sunbeam members from www.classicmotorbikeshow.
com or from the ticket hotline: 0844 854 1354 – mention the club code as shown on the full
page advertisement on page 23.
If you do go to the event make sure to visit us, we’re on stand BC95 in the motorcycle hall.
Don’t forget to hand in your ticket stub or your ‘print at home’ ticket to someone on the stand
as they are worth £1 each to the club. Hope to see some of you there!
Contact me if you need more information (see inside front cover for my contact details).

The Carole Nash MCN Motorcycle Show

Julie Diplock

Meanwhile, looking to next year, The Carole Nash MCN Classic Motorcycle Show takes place
at ExCeL, London over February 2nd – 5th 2012. For the first time the Sunbeam Club will
be exhibiting at the London Motorcycle show in the Classic section. Contact me if you would
be prepared to exhibit your Club eligible machine at this show, (see inside front cover for my
contact details).
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Our back-markers Alan & Mary Paul did their usual sterling job and didn’t have to bring any
break-downs back to base. They had so little work to do they didn’t miss lunch as they often
do.
Once again our lunchtime stop was at the Lord Raglan near Staplehurst providing a
pleasant opportunity to socialise and swap stories about the route so far. As usual “L” “R” or
“SO” markers were placed at each junction and very few riders went astray. The entire route
marking was done by Joanna and Julian Swift and family and they found time to enter the run
as well. Everybody said how excellent the route marking was and we’re very grateful to the
Swifts for their efforts.
Following the route was made even easier this year due to the presence of Simon
Livingstone and his team of Marshalls to whom our heartfelt thanks.
Contributions of over £80 were made for the tea and cakes dispensed by Chris and Roger
Lingham and their extended family including Chris’ Dad Brian, Hazel, Michaela, Clare and
Holly plus Richard Foster their neighbour who acted as head cook and bottle-washer. Chris’
cakes were absolutely delicious and as usual she had catered for a regiment. I haven’t
finalised the accounts yet but it looks as if the event will show a profit. This was only possible
thanks to the efforts of many willing volunteers who gave their own time and money.
Once more we are indebted to the Lingham family for setting up the professional-looking
paddock village and we shouldn't forget that they arrive on Friday afternoon and don’t leave
till Monday lunchtime. Despite all the work Chris does she found time to go out and take some
great pictures. The attached pictures show that her efforts were well worth it. We’re also
grateful to Jenny Staple for operating the signing-in desk.
Awards
I’m afraid that the formal awards presentation went by the board because of the weather and
they were distributed in a rather haphazard fashion.

Our judges for the E McNab Memorial Trophy Award for Technical Interest were Simon
Livingstone and his team. Roger and Chris’s friends Darren and Linda kindly totted-up the
“Most-Admired” votes.

13

A

The 58-mile (46 mile short course) circular route from Headcorn Airfield was used again.
56 bikes and three-wheelers entered which was just up on last year so the positive trend is
continuing. Again the Post-Vintage was run as a “demonstration” class. However this year we
had six PV entrants, so it looks as if it’s time to make it a substantive class with prizes and
souvenir horse brasses.

As usual the “Most-Admired” awards are against votes by the competitors and marshals (no
questionable selections by independent judges).
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Tony Lloyd
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Sunbeam Club News

Most Admired Veteran

Baz Staple

Runner-up

David Cooper

Most Admired Vintage

Tom Burtonshaw

1927 Velocette

Runner-up

Chris Pile

1926 Sunbeam

Most Admired 3-Wheeler

Chris Wright

October - November 2011

1912 Alldays & Onions
1902 Quadrant

1925 Douglas S/Car
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Runner-up

Chris Booth

Stephen Healing Memorial Trophy

James Barnes

1927 Morgan

MAIL SPARES

Garden of England Rose bowl

Richard Foster

Twitchen Cup for oldest rider

David Cooper

Gordon Potter Trophy furthest travelled

Matthew Erwood, Barton-le-Clay, Beds

We sell British motorcycles
1900 to 1980

E McNab Memorial Trophy – most technically interesting machine
(Independent judge’s decision)
Maggi Davis 1925 Velocette

We need to buy these machines
- single items in large collections.
Any condition.

Machines Ready for the Off

Also spares and associated items.
such as lights, signs, catalogues etc
Phone for a confidential discussion.

Ron Farthing
The Old Barn, Curload, Stoke St. Gregory
Taunton, Somerset, TA3 6BJ
Telephone: 01823 491443

James Barnes winner of the
Stephen Healing Memorial Trophy

After the event Chris and Roger Lingham sadly informed me that they will not be able to
support us anymore. This was disappointing news but it has to be said that they have more
than earned their retirement, having given fantastic service for the last ten years.
Next year’s event is set for 15th July 2012. We hope to see everyone back again plus some
new faces and the return of some of the club’s stalwarts.
(Photographs by Christine Lingham)

The Lingham’s, End of an Era at the Garden of England Run

Tony Lloyd

After ten years of sterling service Chris and Roger Lingham have decided that they need a
rest from their hard work supporting the Garden of England.
Their work has been synonymous with the success of the event over the last decade.
Without question the paddock set-up and refreshment marquee have been largely responsible
for its popularity and an integral part of proceedings. Chris even made time to go out and take
excellent pictures of competitors en route.
We got involved in the organisation of the event at the same time and they have been a
tower of strength in making sure everything runs smoothly. Also we’ve become firm friends
and I almost feel part of their lovely family.
Chris, Roger, your family and friends, thanks so much for all you’ve done over the last ten
years. I hope you’ll find time to enter next year and continue your association with the Garden
of England Run.
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NEED A FERRY CROSSING TO EUROPE
Contact Julie at Sport Travel Solutions
We guarantee an Excellent Service and Competitive Fares
with all of the Ferry Operators Including P&O Ferries
Telephone: 01670 712055
Email: juliewarnes@aol.com
Website: www.sporttravelsolutions.net
SPECIAL FARES FOR
SUNBEAM MEMBERS

October - November 2011
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The Dick Little Trial 2011

David Blanchard

That famous old club ‘Sunbeam MCC‘ who had many of yesterdays ace’s with household
names as part of their desirable membership, put on a really great trial on Sunday 19th June.
This super event took place at Bagshot in Surrey. No! Not the more usual Bagshot North but
the South venue, just a ‘Flint’s Throw’ up the road. This piece of land had lain idle for some
years before Chris Mawer and Peter Donaldson took on the job of seeking out permission to
use it once again for this great sport of ‘Trials Riding’. It is to every rider’s good fortune that
for the last few years The Dick Little Trial has been held here and looks likely to continue in
the same format well into the future. So well done to them and anyone else involved in this
welcomed gift.
‘The Dick Little Trial’ has been the name of this event for several years now, but it used be
run under the name of ‘The Sunbeam British Bike Trial’. Dick is now remembered at least
annually by the many competitive entrants and of course by everyone who knew him for
the sterling efforts he put into the Sunbeam Motorcycle Club in the many roles he took on,
especially in the job of ‘Trials Secretary’.
The day started a bit overcast with the threat of rain looming. But! So fickle is the British
climate that ‘Real Rain’ never materialised (for a change). The ‘Sun-Beamed’ down later
in the day and just a smattering of rain drops was all I felt. The going underfoot (or maybe
tyre) was only slippery in a few places due to some overnight rain before the trial, but nothing
to cause any major grip problems. It did not take long for the sand and leaf mould ground
to ‘fluff up’ nicely and cushion any unfortunate falling rider as though he was falling onto a
featherbed. Yes there were a few Norton’s in the competition but I did not see any with that
famous aforementioned frame.
There were 12 sections laid out by COCs Neil Sinclair and Neville Lewis, so the combination
of athleticism, experience and sensibility was in balance and duly applied to section plotting.
This culminated in some great sections that were challenging to some but safe for all. The
ever hardworking Peter Donaldson had the fidgets with not enough work to do. So one more
section (No. 13) was added at the eleventh hour and was a welcome part of the three lap
course.

was still a very impressive score.
Always a popular route is the yellow one which is now usually billed for Gentlemen. This
was once called the ‘Clubmans’ route and catered for those who just wanted a sporting day
out and of course those who would be riding un-wieldy iron horse’s that became obsolete
years before I was born. This yellow route also appears in the Wizard of Oz and contains a
magic ingredient that brings fun to many and the start of an adventure for newcomers.
The best Girder Fork rider on the day made me smile for joy. It was sporting friend and
rival Paul Lecoq. What an outstanding ride he had for a loss of 29 marks!! Beating me and
the very experienced Pixie Briggs by a clear five marks was something special and very well
deserved! Paul rides a 350cc Triumph Girder Fork bike which needs lots of input and a little
lady luck on the day. But his performance was so special I will not forget it for a long time to
come. Well done Paul!!!
The best overall solo on the yellow brick route was Peter Yates riding a sparkly 350cc
Royal Enfield that could double as an advert for ‘Solvol Autosol’. That’s the well known classic
polish in a tube for you youngsters. Peter had a couple of dabs plus a couple of fives for good
measure totalling 12 marks lost, he had a good day so well done to him.
Five charioteers had entered this trial with two of them retiring before the end of the day.
Peter Dale and passenger Barry Pocock with their aggressive sounding Triumph 500cc
outfit, managed to lose a five and a one on section nine, on laps one and two respectively. I
find it hard to believe that anyone could have got round on such a lump with such a low score
of six lost. So they are commended for a truly great performance. Well done you winners!
Just reflecting a while on the Wizard of Oz and the start of an adventure, makes me
mention Pat Corridon who rode his first ever trial at this event. Pat had ridden his Royal
Enfield Crusader 250cc (also highly polished) to Bagshot from Dorking to take part. He would
be riding it home again if all went well. For a first trial I was impressed with his performance
and nerve. He met his match at section ten when the sharp loose drop caught him out and
the handlebars knocked the wind out of his sails. Sensibly he retired to ride another day and
also ride home to Dorking. But not before he had managed two cleans on sections two and
three. I think this is a great determined performance and hope to see him riding again soon.

Best solo rider on the white route was David Strank who had three dabs during the day and
was heard to curse at least one of them. His usual BSA C15 sounded well tuned and on song
when on full bugle up some very steep climbs. That wily and very experienced John Kendall
was runner up on seven lost. I always expect to see John on a beautiful Triumph Twin but this
time he had entered on a 250cc Ariel.

Another great sporting day at a historically sporting venue had to come to an end all too
soon. The organisers and observers had done their efficient and very welcome stuff leading
up to the event and now would take on the task of removing all evidence of the sporting
motorcycle trial that had just taken place.

Twin-shocks are a welcome addition to this event so the white route was won by none other
than a humble Yamaha 175cc piloted by Mick Ratcliffe. He needed to dab just twice during
the whole day!

[Editor’s note: For photographs see August-September SMCC News]

Red route top dogs were Bernard Rodemark riding a super little 316cc BSA in the rigid
class. He totalled a seven mark loss for a very good ride indeed.
The best solo on this red route was the well known George Greenland riding a 250cc DOT
fitted with telescopic forks rather than the more cumbersome and heavier leading link type.
George had a couple of dabs plus a two for a total of four marks lost.
Most successful twin-shock in this group was Barry Brockman on his 175cc Yamaha losing
just a measly five marks. He was pushed hard by Adrian Mountain until Adrian had a disaster
at section ten whilst riding his very rare four-stroke 350cc CCM. This is without doubt the kind
of bike many trials riders would love to own. Adrian eventually finished on 10 marks lost which
16
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What a great bunch of people they all are!!!! Many thanks from all competitors.

JAKE ROBBINS GIRDER FORK AND FRAME REPAIRS
REPRODUCTION CASTLE FORKS AND SPARES
Girder forks repaired, retubed, respindled, rebushed and straightened
FRAME RETUBING, CAST LUG REPAIRS AND FRAME STRAIGHTENING
INSURANCE WORK AND ACCIDENT REPAIRS TO VINTAGE AND VETERAN
MOTORCYCLES
Telephone - 07986254144 Email - elkforks@aol.com
October - November 2011
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Pinhard Trophy

Tony Lloyd

Once again we are seeking nominations for one of the UK’s most prestigious awards - THE
PINHARD TROHY which is in the gift of Sunbeam MCC.
This award has been presented since 1950 to the best Under-21 year old sporting
motorcyclist competing under ACU or SACU jurisdiction.
For 2010 the award was presented to Jack Challoner, World Junior Trials Champion 2010
who said “It's an absolute honour to receive such a prestigious award, there are some big
names on the Pinhard Trophy and none without outstanding achievements so to be up there
with them is absolutely fantastic.”
Previous winners are an honours roll of motorcycling greats over the last 60 years who
have excelled in all spheres of the sport including Mike Hailwood, Jeff Smith, Brian Martin,
Roy Peplow, Dan Shorey, Scott Ellis, Alexz Wigg and a host of others who have gone on to
be national and international household names.
A £50 cheque accompanies the huge 2 gallon cup together with a retention replica cup.
Sunbeam MCC awards the trophy in memory of Frederick William Pinhard who died in 1948
whilst serving as Secretary of the Club.
All sections of the ACU together with the Scottish-ACU are invited to submit entries as well
as anyone who feels personally eligible to make an entry. Entries can be for active competitors
or administrators under-21at the beginning of November 2011.
Editors of leading motorcycle periodicals are invited as judges together with General
Secretary of the ACU and two officials from Sunbeam MCC, Ian McGill and Chris Mawer.
Entry Forms and Regulations are also available on the club website.

Have you got a ½” Whitworth Spanner?

Tim Penn

Steve and Andy Marks and myself were new boys at the Sunbeam Motorcycle Club's 28th
Welsh Week based at Aberystwyth. It was an area of Wales which we were unfamiliar with
and looking at some of the signs in Welsh this wasn't going to be an easy holiday to recall.
I was on “Roland” and Steve was on “Dickie Henderson”,
The riding programme that was set for the week was excellent and it also gave us a chance
to extend our rides as there was the opportunity to go to other areas.
Sunday, after Steve and myself had “settled in” we went for a ride out towards Devils' Bridge,
but after numerous “plastic rockets” had overtaken us we turned right into the unknown and
made our way back to Pantycelyn Hall for lunch.
The afternoon run was organised and this took in the Red Kite Cafe for afternoon tea, and
the owners were most helpful as Alan needed a bit of a push. At one stage we thought he was
going to be pushed all the way back to Aberystwyth.
Andy arrived soon after we got back for dinner with Roger Royal Enfield and so now the
“Terrible Trio” was complete and ready for action.
Monday was a morning run to a pub at Rhydyfelin where we found the pub closed, but little
did “us new lads” know it was opened especially for the Welsh week. We had decided that
after lunch we would try a route out around Talybont, this proved to be not only exciting but
also daunting as we crawled along a track with grass growing in the middle. We then came
across the worst junction that Steve and Dickie could not get round, so Andy and I left our
motorcycles in the road to go and help Steve “push” the Henderson up and over the junction.
Just as we were about to attempt this, Roger fell over as the tarmac gave way under the
stand. We rescue Roger and made some minor repairs, and quickly move him to firmer
ground. Once we had all negotiated this junction we carried on along the track and after three
gates and some anxious moments we found our way back to a major road having worked out
it had taken us one hour to do two miles.
Tuesday was an all day event and we were off to see the Talyn Railway. We had to make
sure that we were on time as we were required to park at the station yard, which meant
crossing the track and the train was due to leave at 10.30am. After a coffee and a visit to
the museum we were off to Corris for our picnic. As we were about to leave the picnic spot
I noticed that the offside footrest on Roland was looking a bit bent and on closer inspection,
and when our team went to straighten it, as they say in the trade “it came off in our hands”.
This meant a ride in Colin's van until a friendly welder could be found. As we made our way
back to base for dinner, Colin saw a sign for a welder and other mechanical services so we
went in and not only did Nick repair the footrest, he painted it so that I was able to ride back.
Wednesday was a free day so our gang decided to visit “The Internal Fire Museum of
Power” at Tanygroes. Colin our back-up vehicle driver, and may I add the excellent organiser
of this event (“You got it” what a creep”) so he brought Trevor Trials Triumph out to play with
us. Off we went towards Cardigan, as we were about 15 miles from our destination Roland
developed a funny noise so having found a convenient lay-by and then removing the primary
chain case it was discovered that the link on the chain was about to come off. Having
searched around the tool bag I could not find a link, which I thought was a bit strange, if not
remarkable! Colin then decided he would ride off into the countryside with the chain to see
if he could obtain a link. No sooner had he left, you got it! I was going through my tool bag
again and I found a link. Andy quickly said he would ride off and see if he could catch Colin,
but little did we realise that he actually went to the Museum to get the link. Andy came back
after a short while, not having found Colin but having been to the local shop for drinks and
chocy bars. Having consumed these treats we decided we would tell Colin that we had
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actually found a link when he returned, even if I did incur his wrath. Colin soon arrived after
that with not one link, you’ve got it! A box of assorted links, which was remarkable! Having
fitted the link we made our way to the Museum of Power and thanked our saviour Terry, who
was a volunteer. After a cup of tea and a slice of cake we then ventured into the exhibits.
This Museum really is a remarkable treat and some of the engines are as rare as “sh*t off a
shovel”, and the work and dedication of this small band is wonderful, GO THERE you will not
be disappointed.
We decided on a slightly different route home and unfortunately Roland was not very well
so we then had to stop in another lay-by to adjust the primary chain, which is not an easy job
if you think you have not got any spanners. Steve did ask on quite a few occasions, “HAVE
YOU GOT A ½ W SPANNER?” and I can still hear myself saying “I did not pack one”. Having
managed to adjust the chain we had to get a move on to get back to base in time for dinner,
which we did as the rest of the group asked the restaurant to keep us a meal back – they
obviously knew me!
Thursday was an organised all day run and I thought I would go out and check Roland,
which is when I remembered that in a box opposite the oil tank underneath the saddle is
actually a toolbox, - you got it! - it holds “½” W spanner”. I cannot print the words Steve used
when I told him that I had remembered to pack a ½ W spanner and where I found it! He
thought it was remarkable!
Today's run was out to the Elan Valley and we went to Rhayader for the coffee stop. I went
into the town for petrol but again Roland was not running very well and fortunately I was able
to use the facilities at the garage to blow out the muck from the carburettor float bowl. I was
then escorted by Colin to the Elan Valley Visitors' Centre where we had lunch. After lunch we
made our way to Devils Bridge for our cream tea and then everyone made their own way back
to the University. Our gang decided there was still plenty of light hours left and we made our
way out to the NANT-Y-MOCH Reservoir, making our way back along a beautiful road back
to the University for dinner.
Friday was only a morning run as the week was coming to a close. Lo and behold, not
known to the gang, the Friday run was out to, you got it! NANT-Y-MOCH reservoir and it was
still as beautiful the second time round. Mind you we had been very lucky with the weather.
Unfortunately we lost one of our gang Andy and Roger Royal Enfield left in the afternoon for
home and Steve and I wandered off to the village of Pontrhydygroes and though we got lost
once or twice the roads for Dickie were excellent and he enjoyed himself.
All too soon it was time to load Dickie and Roland onto Theresa Trailer and head for home.
As new boys we did not know what to expect but had thoroughly enjoyed the event. A special
thank you must go to Colin and John for the organisation. We would also like to thank the
other holiday-makers for putting up with us and making it a wonderful week.
Looking forward to doing it again. The Terrible Trio.

Norah Everitt and Her 1913 James
Geoff Morris acquired the 1913 James motor cycle
last year. Norah was the only lady competitor in the
first Pioneer Run and Geoff tells me that she reached
Brighton only by keeping her foot on the carburetter
tickler as there was a fuel problem (probably partial
blockage in the pipe). Apparently the registration LM
537 is now on a car as the bike went out to Australia
some years back.
20
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Greybeards Trial 4th September 2011

David Blanchard

A different format was in force for the 53rd staging of the famous Greybeards Trial. The
biggest change noticeable to entrants was the lack of road riding and therefore any need for
vehicle tax and third party highway insurance. This historic competition would now be held
totally in the confines of Jacksons Wood,
situated in the pretty area of Horsmonden.

Landowner Mick Holloway Chats to riders at the Start

Official starter on the day was the
extremely talented ex works Triumph rider
and multiple ISDT gold medal winner Johnny
Giles. ‘Gilo’ as he is affectionately called, was
a massive part of off-road motorcycle sport in
the days when Great Britain was the country
that the rest of the world so desperately
wanted to beat. Having our approachable
hero there on the day was very special, so
many thanks to him.

Fifteen sections were Manned (and Woman’ed) while riders had to complete three laps of
dips and climbs over tree roots embedded in variations of leaf mould and clay. Even some
sandy banks were thrown in for good measure, giving something for everyone whether you
were from the South or ‘oop’ North. A couple of our Northern competitors had said to Sue
during the trial, “We might be slow getting round but at least we finish”. I think they have
missed the point of haste, because the canny Southerners only finish early so they can be first
in the queue at the pub afterwards! There is an underlying and ongoing pre-planned method
in their eagerness that will never be quenched.
Observers are the salt of the earth as far
as Trials riders are concerned, so I must just
mention one Sunbeam Club member who is
far too modest to reveal that he once worked
for a French design team on the shape of the
‘Michelin Bibendum Man’ advertising sign, so
proudly displayed at the entrance to Jacksons
Wood. Brian Humphries is a shy and reserved
hardworking sort of guy who is a Trials Rider,
Observer, Steward and Cake Connoisseur
that always gives 100% and it shows. Well
done Brian and all other observers and
helpers!

Ted Bunton Tiger Cub 199cc

Famous journalist, the late ‘Ralph Venables’ was the original inspiration for the Greybeards
event for all Trials riders over forty years old. His unique handicapping system has stood
the test of time and works really well giving those riders approaching octogenarian-ism,
the fighting chance of a win against all those finely honed, athletic, ‘middle aged’ and clean
shaven sportsmen competing on the day. This prestige event is just one of the Sunbeam
Clubs many competitions run throughout the sporting trials calendar, so well done to those
‘Good Old Sunbeam Boys’!
Scores sometimes seem high in the Greybeards Trial, but only because of the ‘Ralph
Venables’ handicapping system. It deems that a rider of 40 years of age has already lost
30 marks before he has even put a wheel spindle in the very first section of the day!
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This gives enthusiastic hope to more mature riders who have lost their athletic edge due to
advancing years. Therefore this system is a great leveller and encourages all of them ‘oldies’
to go for the win.

Derek Baker Beta 250cc

Top man on the day and therefore
overall winner was Gloucestershire man Jon
Bliss riding his Montesa. He went round for a
total score of 13 lost which included the two
marks added because he is only 68 years
young. The overall runner-up was Martyn
Goodall who had also journeyed all the way
from Gloucester to finish on 25 marks, which
included his handicap of 15. Both men did
extremely well and I bet when the results drop
through their letter boxes they will have a grin
like a Cheshire cat on their faces for at least a
week or more!

Best British four stroke rider on the harder route was John Kendall from Brightlingsea. John
was riding a BSA C15 250. This type of bike when introduced back in 1958 did not look like it
was heading for a long production run either on the road or in competition. It just shows how
wrong we were back then because John Kendall successfully got his mount around Jacksons
Wood for a total of 49 lost. This includes his three mark handicap. That was a good ride that
the Birmingham Small Arms factory would be interested to know about, if they were still in
business!
Best British two stroke (I was going to say
‘Stinkwheel’, but didn’t), was ridden by Tim
Streatfield. A Greeves rider and enthusiast
he lost an overall 46 marks which included
his handicap of 20. So it was an excellent
day for him too. From the very first three
wheeled ‘Invacar’ that Greeves produced for
our disabled war heroes, you would never
have thought that the successful competition
history that was about to unfold was remotely
possible. Once again it just shows how wrong
we were back then in the nineteen fifties.

Chris Horn SWM

The Gentleman’s route is a very welcome
addition to any trial these days and is always well received by the competitors and especially
Bernard Rodemark, because he won it! A great ride from him on the old style BSA which was
even more grey porridge than the later C15.
Bernard was a birthday boy on the Sunday and is now 75 years young! He lost a total of 34
marks which included a minus of five on the good old Ralph Venables system. Apparently he
would have gone round clean but some young person distracted him for most of the day with
her constantly repeated rendition of ‘Happy Birthday to You’! I do not think Joan Westbrook
belongs to any choir I have ever heard of.
Last award up for grabs was for the oldest finisher. This went to 77 year old Tony Goings on
a Beta 200 for 39 lost. What more can one say about such a sterling effort where some rain
during the day made it a bit slippery for all. Very well deserved Tony, well done to you!
22
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Irish Rally 2011

Peter Maddox

The photograph below is of Colin Bentham and myself at the rally prize giving. It was Colin’s
first Irish and he did very well with a first in the timed veteran class and first in concours. I won
the combined age of rider and bike award. The bike is not even a veteran but the indignity was
lightened by the prize, a bottle of whiskey. The event is over four days each of about 125 miles
with two days timed. The routes are fairly tough especially Priests Leap. Black Valley and the
Ballaghbeama Gap. These are narrow dirt tracks with steep climbs. Priests Leap is over eight
miles with one very long steep climb where some riders on powerful bikes had stopped at the
top to act as pushers. Colin on a veteran did very well to complete the two timed with so few
marks lost. As far as I know the following Sunbeam Club riders were present: Colin Bentham,
Peter Maddox, Bill Healing, Michael West, Trevor Wells and Dave Bickers. Great to see Bill
again at the Irish Rally after a gap of some years. Trevor was in the winning team and Dave,
with his wife Sylvia, was in the sidecar class. Sorry if I have missed out any other Sunbeam
Club members.

Graham Walker Memorial Run

Ian McGill

Another well attended event at Beaulieu, with 100 entries, many of which were sent in very
near to the closing date, which made me wonder, back in June if we would even make the
50 mark, entrants, please consider this when your forms arrive, it helps the organisers of any
event to get entry forms returned early.
The day dawned and the sun shone for us yet again, I just hope that the prayer mat does
not start to get thin! As we were promised rain by 4.00pm, glad to say this did not materialise
until 10.00pm.
Lord Montagu, The Hon: Ralph Montagu kindly attended the award presentations, which
were presented by Murray Walker.
Sorry to say that Club Steward David Jordan could not be with us due to recovering from a
stroke earlier in the year. Also Stan White had to retire from being a machine judge, due to ill
health.
However the event was a success, all enjoyed the new route for a second year, this was
well marked and marshalled by our friends from the Southampton & District MCC, and our
grateful thanks go to Brain Rawlings (Chief Marshal) and the other Southampton members
who assist on the day.
Most of the judging this year was done by ballot of the riders, which made the award list a
change from other years.
Thanks to all who attended.
[Editor’s Note: see back cover for photographs]

The event is a little long and hard but the routes are beautiful mainly away from traffic in
Kerry. When I have mentioned riding in Kerry most people ask about the well known "Ring
of Kerry" This is a tourist route with a lot of traffic and we only cover a short section of this
when a certain hotel is the lunch stop. This year there were 163 entrants from UK--Germany-Ireland--Holland--Malta--Sweden--USA--and France. Six veterans, 23 before 1930, 50 from
1931 to 1947 and the rest up to 1961 with eight sidecars. Try it some time.
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1913 Royal Ruby

Walker Tankard Best Veteran 3 wheeler
No:7
Ian Clarke

1913 New Hudson sidecar

Public Schools Cup Best Vintage Solo
No: 27
Raymond Hudson

1920 Coulson-B

Walker Tankard Best Vintage 3 wheeler
No: 55
Bob Mansfield

1927 Ariel sidecar

Walker Tankard Most Technically Interesting
No:1
Andy Brown

1902 Clement-Garrard

Peter Pan Trophy Greatest Comb/Age
No:15
Dereck Light

1913 Morgan

Total Years = 184

Colin Bentham and Peter Maddox at the Irish Rally Prize Giving

24

Results
Schulte Cup Best Veteran Solo
No:13
Dennis Brown

Sunbeam Club News

Smith Shield Best Overall Runner-up
No:78
James Robinson

1929 AJS

Sunbeam Cup Best 2 stroke
No:31
Ian Anderson

1933

Excelsior

Longmoor Cup Riders Choice
No:80
Bob Stanley

1929

Wooller

Doug Dunford Cup Best Original
No:75
Paul Eason

1929

Brough

October - November 2011
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Ken Blake Cup Best Lady Rider
No:12
Sue Harris

1914 Royal Enfield

Sunbeam Tankard Best Post Vintage Machine
No:87
Richard Duffin

1931 Sunbeam

Graham Walker Run Bikes

South of England
Show & Bikejumble

10am Sunday 23rd October.

(Photographs by Gill Tarrant)

The South of England Showground, Ardingly, W Sussex RH17 6TL.
15 minutes M23 J10, signed Wakehurst Place / South of England Showground

Guest of Honour: Gordon May & Peggy, the
Overland to Egypt Bantam.
Indoor Show Hall plus 3 halls of BikeJumble!
Club Stands, Trade Stands; BikeMart.
Club & Individual Entries Invited:
Free entry for pre-booked exhibitors:
Enquire for Details.
Cheap garage-clear-out stalls – enquire
for details! Additional catering, including
Hog roast with local free-range pork.

© ELK Promotions 2011

Entry: £6 adults, £5 OAP / RC members, Children under 16 free.

ELK Promotions, PO Box 85, New Romney, Kent TN28 9BE

01797 344277

www.elk-promotions.co.uk

VERRALLS
(Handcross) Ltd.

Specialists in
VETERAN - VINTAGE - CLASSIC
and
THOROUGHBRED MOTORCYCLES

WANTED
We are interested in purchasing any Veteran, Vintage or Classic motorcycle
either in restored or "as found" condition. Also, solid tyred cycles, penny
farthings, trikes and any motoring accessories or memorabilia

We always have on display a range of machines at our
showrooms below:
The Old Forge, Quicks Yard, High Street
Handcross, Nr. Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 6BJ

Telephone: 01444 400 678

Fax: 01444 401 111

Website: www.verralls.com
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Obscure Motorcycles: Dayton

Rob Smith

Members Advertisements

No, not the US-made Dayton, a British one. The Dayton was made by Chas Day & Co of
221 High Street, Shoreditch, London between 1913 and around 1920 as an extension of their
cycle manufacturing. A 21 inch cycle frame was modified to take a belt rim and strengthened
solid forks were fitted.
The engine was a 162cc two-stroke
manufactured for Chas Day by the marine
engineering company Stuart Turner of Henleyon-Thames, although it was advertised by
Chas Day as 'The Dayton Perfect British
Two-Stroke engine'. An AMAC carburettor
supplied the fuel and ignition was by a German
made U.H. magneto. The engine ran on a
petroil mix which was made by pumping the oil
from the oil compartment at the front through a
pipe underneath into the petrol compartment:
an arrangement which Dayton claimed was
'foolproof, as the oil is mixed with the latter due to it splashing around in the tank'. The drive
was by belt with no clutch, and the brakes were cycle type 'rod brakes' with the rear brake
calliper pressing on the wheel rim and a vee-block acting on the belt rim. A simple, lightweight
machine in the style of the Gloucester-built J.E.S.
The Dayton Popular, as it was called, was to appear on sale in November 1913 for 20
Guineas, with a De-Luxe model with Druid lightweight forks and Bowden cable brakes offered
for 23 Guineas. However sales appear to have been slow as by June 1914 a new frame
and tank had been designed and a two-speed gearbox fitted to make it look more like a true
lightweight motorcycle than a bicycle with an engine clipped on and direct belt drive, which
was probably starting to look quite dated by then. The Deluxe with two-speed gear (no clutch)
sold for 29 guineas.
Production was to continue up to
World War 1 with a 269cc Villiers engine
being fitted once the supplies of Stuart
Turner's engine had ended, with a Ladies
Model being offered in 1915. However by
1920 sales had dwindled and Chas Day
had returned to bicycles. The company
made two further attempts at making
motorcycles: a very short-lived (and now
quite rare) cyclemotor in 1939, and the
'Albatross' scooter in the 1950's. Its odd
appearance compared with the Italian
machines again meant few sales and the end for Dayton as motorcycle makers.
There are three pre-1920 Dayton survivors: the machine shown was acquired 40 years
ago as an incomplete basket case in a deal for another machine. It was completely restored
between 2008 and 2011 by Nick Smith. The original Chas Day premises in Shoreditch has
survived the Blitz and the developers; it is currently a Chinese restaurant, with offices above
Stuart Turner is also still in business and based in Henley, and has an example of the shaft
drive, water cooled 1914 Stuart 'Stellar' motorcycle they made themselves on display.
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Small Ads for Private Sales and Items Wanted are
free to Club Members, and can repeat free for several
issues if requested. Just let the Editor know your
requirements.
Please note this does not include business advertising.
Address and Contact Numbers inside the front cover.
WANTED
Any motor cycle badges of any make or events please.
Sam Lee, The Old Stable, 4 Beenham Court, Headley, Hampshire, RG19 8JX.
For 1916 23/4 hp Douglas- Gearbox (no clutch), chainwheel, belt pulley, engine sprocket 16
or 17 tooth and nuts to retain same. Richard Mummery 01227 751751
FOR SALE
Raleigh 1926 250cc good sound bike comes with full lighting set. One good kick to fire her
up. £3250, Sussex. Tony Churchill 01903 203395.
Coventry Eagle 1934 pressed steel frame model with 250 cc Villiers engine. Complete
however dismantled for restoration but in large pieces! Some work already done. Has V5C
but non transferrable number. Photographs available by e-mail. £950, Bexley
John Hodson 01322 524567 (see inside front cover for full contact details)

4th Annual Constable Run 4th September

Baz Staple

Starting from the Corn Craft Tea Rooms at Monks Eleigh the riders were treated to a very well
designed route through varied and interesting country. Ian Monk did a splendid job in fixing
a route with a minimum of right turns and a quantity of friendly T junctions. The threatened
bad weather held off till most had returned, but the late starting Richard Mummery and Nick
Pearce were treated to a tropical storm which also deterred the prize giving in the open, but
the friendly tea rooms, who also provided a good lunch allowed us to do the honours inside.
The winner of the most authentic unrestored machine was Andy Crafer with an American
Excelsior with flat belt drive. The award is a beautiful antique trophy donated by Shirley Stiles
and family in memory of the late Chris Stiles who was the main inaugurator of the Constable
Run.

Photographs by Jenny Staple
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Sunbeam Motorcycle Crossword
ACROSS

(Number 2)
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1. Usually served with onions.
2. German pioneer firm taken over
by VW-Audi.

0844 826

www.footm

4. Motor cycles made at Kings
Norton, Worcestershire between
1908 and 1914. Entered the
Junior TT in 1913. Used JAP
engines or their own with rotary
valve and shaft drive.
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anjames.c

o.uk
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6. Supplier of engines based in
Tottenham, North London.
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7. Made by Kirby and Edwards on
Broadgate between 1902 and
1925. Not to be confused with the
imp of the same city.
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10. Richard and Graham were based
in Lower Ford Street and made
motor cycles between 1912
and 1924.

Whatever your pride and joy,
rest assured, we’ll get you covered.
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13. Made by SA Newman of Aston Cross, Birmingham between 1910 and 1931. Newman rode several
times in the TT coming 3rd in the Junior.
14. Not of the Antarctic but of Yorkshire.
15. Small Heath motorcycle maker.
16. Phillip’s surname is usually hyphenated with Howard’s initials.

The enthusiasts’ favourite for over twenty five years, Footman James is one of the
leading specialist insurance brokers.

DOWN
1. Appears in the Tempest where he serves the magician Prospero.
3. Essential for your motor cycle engine to start.

With a UK client base of 140,000 owners of classic and vintage vehicles, Footman
James consistently uses its enormous influence to arrange our best deal for you.

5. Minor Coventry dealer/manufacturer anagram of an alcoholic drink.

So whatever your pride and joy, you can be confident that with

8. Made in Leather Lane, London between 1910 and 1912 using Precision and JAP engines.
They were however mainly agents for other peoples bikes.

Footman James behind you, you’ve adopted our best policy.

9. Len made butchers’ bicycles and ice cream tricycles in Hockley, Birmingham. However between
1928 and 1931 they made motor cycles using JAP and Villiers engines before returning to bicycle
making, and in 1949, producing a powered tricycle.

Talk to us soon.

es,reervaitce!
W
your
Quoteline: 0844

826 4547

www.footmanjames.co.uk

Footman James is a trading name of Aon Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority
in respect of insurance mediation activities only. Telephone calls may be monitored or recorded for your protection.

10. An early designer was Howard Newey and the firm was run by the Butterfield brothers.
Made in Stechford, Birmingham where a Baby became a Pop.
11. Started in Guildford moved to Birmingham. Part financed by Arthur Conan Doyle. Made motor
cycles between 1904 and 1914 and sometimes traded under the name of Wall.
12. Associated with 1. Down. Made tricycles and motor cycles, some under license from Starley,
between 1899 and 1915. Another Coventry based firm.

FP 5352.01.09

COMPETITIVE RATES on modern car, motorcycle, home and contents insurance
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Southern Trial

Peter Donaldson

The Southern Trial, an event name resurrected from the past and being run again after a 30
year break.
Both parts of the above statement are true but need a little of elaborating. The Southern
Trial was first run in the 1920’s as a National event organised by the ACU South Eastern
Centre. It had factory riders and support through into the 1960’s. With the demise of the British
manufacturers’ production of Trials machinery this traditional Saturday event gradually faded
away and was last run in 1981. The South Eastern Centre had long since passed awards and
responsibility for running the event over to “responsible” Centre Clubs. In 1938 the Sunbeam
Club was the first Club to run it with full responsibility. Subsequent to that we ran it on a
number of occasions, as did other Clubs, the last being Kent & Sussex MCC in 1981. So why
did we resurrect this Event? Well, we have endeavoured to run the Greybeards Trial on the
first weekend in September since 1948. We ran the Greybeards Trial on the Sunday and for
many years the Bognor Club ran a similar event, called The Bluebeards Trial, on the Saturday,
making a pilgrimage to the South Eastern Centre attractive for riders over 40 years old from
the North and West of the Country. But we were hitting some serious problems, including land
availability, at that time of the year. Hence our Trials Secretary Chris Mawer, bit the bullet,
moved the location for running the Greybeards to enthusiastic Club member Mike Holloway’s
land at Horsemonden in West Kent, and organised a new Trial for the Saturday, plus offering
free camping facilities at what is an idyllic setting. Thus making a long journey to this new
location attractive to those from afar and of course also those living not so far away. In the
meantime the Bognor Club have organised a full weekend of riding much earlier in the year
for the over 40s.
This year the Southern Trial catered for British trials machinery pre 1967 and any age
foreign twin shock machinery. But perhaps next year other classes could be added allowing
riding by all types of machinery that would be used the next day in the Greybeards Trial. This
was the first time, and the whole weekend met with approval by most people who rode. As far
as the objective of having people ride on both days, almost half were entered for both events,
and perhaps by allowing all classes for Sunday be catered for on the Saturday, that situation
may be improved next year.
We were a little disappointed by the numbers who entered on the Saturday, we had 34.
Mike had made two completely different courses for the two Trials that weekend and with the
weather dry the Southern Trial, with two routes and on the downhill side of the field, was spot
on and there was plenty of praise. The great thing I felt about it was there were no dangerous
parts to the sections and when I walked round the course with Club Member Mick Adams,
and looked at each section before the starting of proceedings, I thought I’d like to have a go
at this. There were ten sections per lap and four laps. It all started at midday and there were
plenty of people spectating and many happy faces. We lacked enough observers for this Trial
and had to have three sections self marked. Personally I don’t like self marking in an event,
but when needs must etc.

Bernard. Paul Casling on his 250cc Greeves picked up best British 2 stroke award on both
days. Only three people retired in the Southern Trial which reflects what a good course Mike
Holloway laid out. Sadly one of those was also one of our Club Members, Chris Brown, who
had the misfortune to split his petrol tank.
Next year we hope to repeat the weekend at Mike and Valerie’s place. How about keeping
that weekend clear and coming along and giving your Club a helping hand with running the
two trials in the weekend, even just one day would be terrific. Cheers!

Off the Saddle

Peter Donaldson

In the last Club News I mentioned that Mike Holloway was competing in the Sammy Miller
series of Long Distance Trials this year on a rigid rear early ‘50s AJS. Now half way through
the series with four ridden and four to go he is leading his class by nine marks. Well done
Mike, keep those feet up.
Whilst thinking on Mike, as also mentioned in the last News, Mike is to be riding at the
Goodwood Revival fairly soon. He is to represent Scrambling Sidecars of yester year on his
very quick and fearsome 1000cc outfit. (Those who may be unaware, Mike was very good
on such machinery back in the 60’s and went professional for 2 seasons on the Continental
Circus). Also riding will be 81 year old John Giles who was a works Triumph rider back in the
same period on solo Triumph Twins in Trials, scrambles and had many most successful ISDT
rides. (John brought his still used Enduro Triumph Twin to Club Night last year and started
it up in the Club Room at the end of giving us a talk, and me sitting behind the ‘bike nearly
got blown out of my seat from the through pipes and also we were all almost deafened). Well
he brought his old highly tuned ISDT Triumph to the Greybeards Trial last weekend where
he started riders in the event. After most had gone home he let Mike loose on that extremely
potent machine which was very cammy and had to be kept up on the cam to go and Mike did
just that on the long narrow 9 acre field he has and boy wasn’t he going, a real treat to watch.
John also let Charlie Harris, who was a works Trials rider back in the ‘60s, have a go but he
didn’t have the nerve to emulate our mad Mike! Unfortunately had to leave at that point to
deliver the Club Trailer down to Battle and didn’t see John riding, but saw him scrambling back
in his hey days and he usually won unless it was a very top international do, and despite 16
years of bus passes have heard he has lost little of his ability to hammer it.
Our Trials member Bernard Rodemark had his 75th Birthday Bash on Friday 2nd Sept. The
next day he rode his 316cc BSA rigid end in our Southern Trial against all age groups plus
modern machinery and had a good ride. On the Sunday he rode in the Greybeards Trial and
again against modern machinery and won the Gentlemen’s Class. Very apt, for Bernard is a
real Gentleman.

The sections were in places pretty steep but all fully cleanable in the dry conditions on
Saturday. The winner, David Strank, rode beautifully on a 250cc BSA losing only two marks.
He was not riding on the Sunday but second man home, Martyn Goodall on a 250cc Fantic,
came all the way from Cheltenham and lost four marks, then rode the following day and came
2nd again. Two of our own Club members rode both days – Bernard Rodemark celebrated his
75th birthday on Friday. Then lost 30 marks on his rigid rear BSA 280cc on the easier route
on the Saturday. On the Sunday he cruised round the Gentleman’s route to win it. Well done

On the 24th of July I rode in The Timber Woods Long Distance Trial on my Yamaha Serrow.
This is the 11th such event, and have ridden each of them. This one started near Meopham
and I knocked up just over 90 miles of brilliant Kentish Countryside. For me, rode well, and
had a thoroughly enjoyable day, bike ran a treat. As usual there were no other Club Members
in this type of Trial. In an event where everyone rides the same sections and no differences or
allowances for ability or age of rider, had I been in the over 225cc class instead of the under
225cc, I would have picked up an award. The folk riding were pretty much the same as the
last Long Distance Trial that I rode in May. Same Sidcup Club running the event, same Dick
Caselton, one of our members, laying out the sections, same number of sections, 69 finished
in the May event and I came home a dismal 53rd, this time after 14 had retired 65 finished
and on half the marks lost this time to last came in the top third.
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A week on and was observing at the Sunbeam Novice Trial run by Club Member Joan
Westbrook at Club Member Peter Adorian’s Farm near Billingshurst. The day went well and it
was a good course. There was a bit of artistic licence on quality of rider and the Trial was won
by the person who leads the over 50s Class in the South Eastern Centre and rides normally
at a standard in excess of the Novice Class, but technically couldn’t be excluded. He wasn’t
the only person either whose presence was questionable. In lovely weather everyone enjoyed
a good ride.

Graham Walker Run

Photographs by Gill Tarrant

Was off in France for a month and came back to help in our successful weekend of Trials
at new ground to our Club at Horsemonden. The ground is owned by our Club Member Mike
Holloway and his wife Valarie. We ran the Southern Trial on the Saturday and the Greybeards
Trial on the Sunday of the first weekend in September. These events are both reported
elsewhere in this Club News.
Have to hand the up to date Star Group Championship position at two thirds of the way
through the year. Sadly we are trailing along third from the bottom as a Club but do have on
the leader board Neil Sinclair in 3rd place in the over 40s Class and Paul Casling in the 3rd
position in the Pre 67B Class (under 250cc). The South Eastern Centre Trials positioning have
also arrived but unfortunately with the Pre’67 Class missing. So can’t report how Paul is doing,
he was well placed when last time they were issued.
Finally, and I do find this very sad, my good and very long term friend, Chris Mawer, has
decided to step down as Club Trials Secretary. We wish him well with his work for the ACU
in his centre, local to where he lives (South Midlands Centre). He has done much to increase
the quality of the Trials in our Club. Particularly, he has made a great success of the Southern
Experts Trial; it was something that was very near being discarded as a lost cause through
lack of entries and prestige. Chris, made it his crusade and has brought it back into the field
as a true National Event of which we as a Club can be proud, and he has agreed to continue
running this Trial with his unique ability.

EVENTS CALENDAR 2011
23rd October

South of England
Real Classic Show

Ardingly
Sussex

Club Stand

11th - 12th - 13th November

Classic Motorbike Show

NEC
Birmingham

Club Stand

4th December

Southern Experts

tba

Contact - John Buckingham 01903-536244

Contact – Julie Diplock 01797 344277

Contact - Chris Mawer 07710-211913

EVENTS CALENDAR 2012
2nd -5th February

Carole Nash MCN
Classic Motorcycle Show

Contact - Julie Diplock 01797 344277
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ExCeL
London

Club Stand
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Graham Walker Run Presentations by Murray Walker

Andy Brown

Photographs by Gill Tarrant

James Robinson

Richard Duffin

Sue Harris

Paul Eason
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